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Chase Step – 29
STOTRAM ORGANIZATION

1. Panch Avaran stotram is practically the end values of chase of
transcendental domains.



2. Transcendental domains (5-space) manifest as domain folds of
hyper cube 5.

3. Hyper cube 5 is a four fold manifestation layer (3, 4, 5, 6) with
3-space content manifesting as dimension fold, 4-space content
manifesting as boundary fold, 5-space content manifesting as
domain fold and 6-space content manifesting as origin fold with
7-space content as its base and 8-space content as format for the
base and unity state being attained by 9-space content
manifestation.

4. The chase of internal structural set ups of 5-space content along
the manifestation format, as such shall be of the nature of
approaching origin of 5-space in terms of a Sathapatya
measuring rod of hyper cubes 1 to 6.

5. The dimensional fold being of solid set ups of 3-space content
and boundary fold being of creative set up of 4-space content
which accepts solid content enveloping (3-space as boundary of
4-space), therefore for a reach to the transcendental domain (5-
space) the beginning need be had from its (5-space) boundary
(3-space) of boundary (4-space) state.

6. Solid boundary (3-space) as boundary, being a set up of 3-space
content, which as a domain fold of hyper cube 3 shall be taking
us to the manifestation layer (1, 2, 3, 4). This way the approach
to dimensional domain, which is to begin with the manifestation
layer (1, 2, 3, 4), infact takes us to 1-space for beginning of the
processing.

7. The beginning of processing with the manifestation layer (1, 2,
3, 4), is to be from creative boundary (4-space) as a boundary,
and as that creative boundary (4-space) as boundary is of a
spatial order (2-space in the boundary of 4-space), therefore
such beginning with the manifestation layer (1, 2, 3, 4) comes to
be of the format of a manifestation layer with each fold itself
being a manifestation layer (because of the spatial order start at



the creative boundary of transcendental domain) and it that way
will make the beginning with the manifestation layer of (hyper
cube 1 as dimension fold, hyper cube 2 as boundary fold, hyper
cube 3 as domain fold and hyper cube 4 as origin fold).

8. Further as the chase is to be of a dimensional domain (here 5-
space) so the processing line is to be dimensional line as
domains are structured by dimensions, as such the actual
processing steps would that way come to be as that hyper cubes
1, 2 and 3 are to be in their roles of dimensions, that is, hyper
cube 1 as dimension fold followed by hyper cube 2 as
dimension fold, hyper cube 3 as dimension fold and hyper cube
4 as dimension fold.

9. This, as such shall be making the startwith chase format being in
terms of four fold phases and stages of features of manifestation
layers i. (1, 2, 3, 4) ii. (2, 3, 4, 5) iii. (3, 4, 5, 6) iv. (4, 5, 6, 7).

10.These together shall be of the format of 4 x 4 matrix:
1 2 3 4
2 3 4 5
3 4 5 6
4 5 6 7

11.Let us have a pause here and have a fresh look at the features of
above format and we would be face to face with the features as
that north east diagonal is an affine diagonal which accepts
value of artifice 4 at its each of the four phases and stages.

12.On the other hand south west diagonal would be of
transcendence features (7, 5, 3, 1) which in reverse orientation is
quadruple (1, 3, 5, 7) taking to unity state in three transcendence
step, firstly from 1-space to 3-space and then from 3-space to 5-
space and finally from 5-space to 7-space.

13.Beginning processing like that, it shall be phasing
transcendental domain (5-space) in five phases of the formats of
hyper cubes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 which as manifestation layers (-1, 0, 1,



2), (0, 1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4, 5), (3, 4, 5, 6), respectively
are of summation values 2, 6, 10, 14, 18.

14.This transcendence range artifices (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) accept
sequential organization features as under parallel to availability
of line and square within a square, line, square and cube within a
cube, line, square, cube and hyper cube 4 within a hyper cube 4
and finally line, square, cube and hyper cube 4 and hyper cube 5
within hyper cube 5:

Sr. H1 H2 H3 H4 H5
1 2 6 10 14 18
2 2 8 18 32 50
3 2 10 28 60 110
4 2 12 40 100 210
5 2 14 54 154 264

15.The chase of the values of column no 1 is of constant value 2
which is parallel to pair of boundary components of hyper cube
1.

16.The chase of values of column no 2 is of range (6, 8, 10, 12, 14),
which is parallel to the chase of boundary components of hyper
cubes 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

17.The chase of values of column no 3 is of range (10, 18, 28, 40,
54), which is parallel to the chase of the formulations of such
NVF values, illustrative case of which comes to be (bag, head,
air, mind and sun).

18.The chase of values of column no 4 is of range (14, 32, 60, 100,
154), which is parallel to the chase of the formulations of such
NVF values, illustrative case of which comes to be (dead, life,
four, Discipline, Sun Discipline).

19.The chase of values of column no 5 is of range (18, 50, 110,
210, 264), which is parallel to the chase of the formulations of



such NVF values, illustrative case of which comes to be (head,
void, sunlight, sunlight Discipline, Discipline-unity-Discipline).

20.The first row transcendence range values (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) is the
dimensional coordinates transcendence range (2 x 1, 2 x 3, 2 x
5, 2 x 7 and 2 x 9) of four fold transcendence range (1, 3, 5, 7, 9)
which takes from 1-space to 3-space, 3-space to 5-space, 5-
space to 7-space and ahead from 7-space to 9-space.

21.The second row transcendence range values (2, 8, 18, 32, 50) is
the range of orbitals within orbits, which presently for the first
three steps are being availed and worked for the chase of
periodic table. Its extension beyond for last two steps await our
attention and these have good promise for pure and applied
values for us. Infact it is this area of exploration for which the
ancient wisdom preserved in the Panch Avaran Stotram awaits
for our chase of the Discipline of Vedic Mathematics, Science
and technology.

22.The organization of Panch Avaran Stotram (chapter – 31 of
Vavaviya Samhita) part -2 is a scripture of 132 shalokas range.
It is for enlightenment of overlord of 6-space, which in itself
well indicates about the features of the Discipline being
preserved here.

23.Artifice 132 accept re-organization as 132 = 11 x 12 which is
parallel to the matrix grid of the range of 11 geometries of 5-
space and 12 boundary components of 6-space.

24.One may have a pause here and take note that 5-space plays the
role of transcendental boundary of self referral domain (6-space)
and it accepts organization as 12 Suns as of creative dimensional
order (4-space in the role of dimension).

25.Here it would be relevant to note that artifice 132 avails triple
digits (1, 2, 3) parallel to only triples prime (1, 2, 3).



26.Triple (1, 2, 3) as triple digits structure 6 triple digit numbers
viz. (123, 231, 312, 213, 321 and 132).

27.NVF (circumference) = NVF (synthetic) = 123 will help us
chase for six triple digit numbers structured with digits 1, 2 and
3 along ten place value system.

28.Here it also would be relevant to note that 6 is the first perfect
number.

29.Further as that synthesis value of synthesis of triple dimensions
of any order comes to be ‘6’.

30.3-space in the role of dimension leads to 6-space in the role of
origin of the transcendental domain (5-space) and as such all
these features deserve to be comprehended well for chase of the
transcendental domains

31.Chapter – 30 of the Vavaviya samhita part 2 elaborate about the
distinct features of first to fifth Avaran and these broadly focus
upon as under: -

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

32.First to Fifth Avarans of transcendental domain chased along the
format of its measuring rod synthesized by hyper cubes 1 to 5
are of phases and stages of five manifestation layers formats

i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2,
ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of summation value 6,
iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10,
iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of summation value 14,
v. (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18,



33.First Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cube 1
of four quarters chase with summation value 2. Lord Shiv and
Goddess Parwati as transcendental domain and creative
boundary are the features and values of this Avaran.

34.Second Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1 and 2 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of
summation value 2 and 6. This manifests eight directional
format

35.Third Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cubes
1, 2 and 3 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) iii. (1,
2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, of summation value 2, 6 and 10.
It manifests a two phased directional formats, firstly of value 8 =
3 + 5 and secondly of value 3 + 5 + 3. It in a way is of eight
directional format and of eleven directional formats. The 11
directional formats is of an additional direction within 4-space
to the existing ten directions of 3-space set up.

36.Fourth Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1, 2, 3 and 4 and as such of phases and stages of
manifestation layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0,
1, 2, 3) iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of
summation value 14, of summation value 2, 6, 10 and 14. The



fourth Avaran is of distinct features than that of first three
Avarans. It is like a transition from linear order 3-spaces to
spatial order 4-space.

37.This feature of fourth Avaran, accordingly is of the format of
four directions manifestations because of (i) Surya (Sun) ii.
Brahma (four head lord iii. Vishnu (Overlord of 6-space) and iv.
Rudra (Incarnation of Lord Shiv) then each of the four
manifestation formats are further have three fold manifestations.

38.Fifth Avaran is unified field of all the five manifestation layers
phases of whole range of the measuring rods of hyper cubes 1 to
5 having unified coverage for whole of the transcendental
domains the description of this Avaran is as follows in chapter
30 of Vavaviya Samhita.

*



Chase Step – 30
FIVE FOLD RANGE (2, 6, 10, 14, 18)

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

1. The transcendence range (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) is of sequential steps
which takes us firstly from ‘2’ to ‘6’, secondly from ‘6’ to ‘10’,
thirdly from ’10’ to ‘14’ and finally from ‘14’ to ‘18’.

2. The transcendence from ‘2 to 6’ is parallel to the transcendence
from 2 boundary components of 1-space / hyper cube 1 to six
boundary components of 3-space / hyper cube 6.

3. This transcendence in a way is from 1-space in the role of
dimension of 3-space happening at the boundary of 1-space to
boundary of 3-space.

4. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to
face to face with the transcendence features which in terms of
coordinates of 1-space manifesting as its boundary components
and same in case of 3-space manifesting as boundary of 3-space.

5. The second transcendence stage of values of artifice 6 to values
of artifice 10 is of the nature of the transcendence from 3-space
as dimension to 5-space as domain happening at boundaries
coordination of 3-space and 5-space respectively.

6. One may have a pause here and take note that value of artifice 2
is the summation value of quadruple artifices (-1, 0, 1, 2) which
is parallel to four folds values of manifestation layer of hyper



cube 1 and likewise values of artifices 6, 10, 14 and 18 as well
are the summation values of quadruple of artifices parallel to
corresponding values of four folds of manifestation layers of
hyper cubes 3, 5, 7 and 9 respectively.

7. The transcendence range (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) that way firstly takes
us to the boundaries of hyper cube 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 respectively.
With this the transcendence range (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) focuses
upon the format of (hyper cubes 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9.

8. This focus of hyper cubes 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 ultimately takes us to
the transcendence range of spaces (1-space, 3-space, 5-space, 7-
space, 9-space)

9. One may have a pause here and take note that the transcendence
range (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) is parallel to the transcendence diagonal (1,
3, 5, 7, 9) of 5 x 5 matrix format of five consecutive
transcendence ranges as under :

1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5 6
3 4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8 9

10. One may again have a pause here and take note that above
format of 5 x 5 matrix as organization of five consecutive
transcendence ranges along its north east diagonal provides us
affine diagonal of constant transcendence values ‘5’ at its each
of the five phases and stages while its north west diagonal is of
transcendence features range (1, 3, 5, 7, 9).

11. Still further it also brings to focus as that this format avails
whole range of numerals (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) and parallel to



it the whole range of 9 geometries of 4-space, which plays the
role of boundary of 5-space.

*

Chase Step – 31
[(2), (2, 6), (2, 6, 10), (2, 6, 10, 14)
AND (2, 6, 10, 14, 18)

1. It would be a blissful exercise to have a sequential chase of the
transcendence range (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) in sequential steps as
i. (2),
ii. (2, 6)
iii. (2, 6, 10)
iv. (2, 6, 10, 14)
v. (2, 6, 10, 14, 18)

2. The initial stage chase as value ‘2’ will focus upon fixation of
boundary fold of hyper cube 1.

3. The next sequential stage of values pair (2, 6) would firstly
require fixation of the boundaries fold of hyper cubes 1 and 3
respectively then for a transition from the boundary of hyper
cube 1 to boundary of hyper cube 3 in terms of the coordination
of hyper cube 1 as dimension fold of hyper cube 3.

4. The third sequential steps of chase artifices values triple (2, 6,
10), is of three phases, firstly to have fixation of the boundaries
of hyper cubes 1, 3 and 5 respectively. Secondly to have
sequential transition from the boundary of hyper cube 1 to
boundary of hyper cube 3 and thereafter to have transition from
the boundary of hyper cube 3 to hyper cube 5. Thereafter,
thirdly, to have coordination of 1-space, 3-space and 5-space.

This coordination of triple spaces (1-space, 3-space, 5-space) is
coordination of the features of domain coordinating with its



dimension and further the dimension itself as a domain
coordinating with its own dimension.

This in a way would amount to reaching at dimension of
dimension level. It is this reach at dimension of dimension level
which deserves to be visited and revisited to have full
comprehension of its features to have their complete imbibing to
ensure deep insight about this existence phenomenon which
takes mundane to subtle level and there after from subtle to
casual level.

It is this feature of the transcendental domains which deserves to
be chased and re-chased till one acquires full insight about it.
For it one shall permit one’s transcending mind to remain in
prolonged sitting of trans to glimpse and to be face to face with
this feature of existence phenomenon of transcendental domains.

5. The next sequential step of quadruple artifices value (2, 6, 10,
14) is of four fold chase steps and the same takes to the
manifestation stage of self referral nature being responsible for
simultaneous existence at mundane, subtle and casual level
lively simultaneously.

6. Finally the chase step parallel to (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) is of
transcendental phase and stages which is attained through and as
a unity state dimensional order of Brahman domain.

7. It would be a very blissful exercise to sequentially chase this
five fold transcendental attainment stage by permitting the
transcending mind to remain continuously in prolonged sitting
of trans to glimpse this phenomenon of four fold manifestation
dissolving themselves within the transcendental domains and
thereafter the same of their own re-manifesting themselves and
reverting back from dimension of dimension and back to the
dimension level and ultimately surfacing at the domain level.

*



Chase Step – 32
FEATURE OF FIRST AVARAN

1. First Avaran is about the features of Lord Shiv (f’ko) and
Goddess Shiva (f’kok) together with Kartitikey (dkfrZds;) and
Ganehsa (x.ks’k)

2. The formulations (f’ko] f’kok] dkfrZds;] x.ks’k) are at the center of
the features of transcendental domains (5-space) (constituting
first orbit and orbitals of transcendental domains (5-space)

3. TCV (f’ko) =12, TCV (f’kok) = 13, TCV (dkfrZds;) = 17, TCV (x.ks’k) = 20 help
chase the features chase features of first avaran.

4. Artifices quadruple (12, 13, 17, 20), individually and
collectively will help chase the features of this domain

5. Artifice 12 is parallel to transcendental boundary of 12
components of self referral domain (6-space) transcendental
boundary (5-space in the role of boundary)

6. Artifice 13 is parallel to 13 geometries range of 6-space which is
further parallel to 13 versions of hyper cube 6

7. Artifice 17 is parallel to 17 Samas and further it is also parallel
to 17 being the placement value of northern hemisphere.

8. Artifice 20 is parallel to Divya Ganga flow of 20 streams
(9+7+3+1). It is also parallel to TCV (osn)

9. Still further it as well is parallel to summation value of synthesis
of single, double, triple and quadruple dimensions of any order

10. Further as that artifice ‘20’ with zero digit at unit place and
digit 2 at next place value is of the format of zero dimensional
2-space set up, the organization of artifice 20 = 2 + 4 + 6 + 8 is



parallel to quadruple (2, 4, 6, 8) which as transcendence
quadruple will take 2-space to 4-space, 4-space to 6-space and
ultimately 6-space to 8-space.

11. All the above features together will help us provide an
insight about the features of transcendental domains of first
Avaran, first orbit.

12. Here in the context it also would be relavant to note that 2
as summation value of artifices quadruple (1, 0, 1, 2) parallel to
four fold manifestation layer (-1, 0, 1, 2)of hyper cube 1 shall be
providing us the chase format for the features of first Avaran /
first orbit of transcendental domain.

13. Here it would be relevant to note that line / interval as
hyper cube 1 set up, as a format would be playing the role of a
carrier of fourth degree curve of script format of alphabet letter
‘’k’

14. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending
mind to sequentially chase ‘’k’ as fourth degree curve with
carrier format of hyper cube 1 / interval.

15. Further here it also would be relevant to note that NVF
(straight) = 102 = NVF (two – space) will help us comprehend,
imbibe and to have an insight of the formulation firstly of the
phase and stage ‘f’k’ of TCV value ‘4’ and thereafter to have a
further chase for the syllable ‘v’ of TCV value 8

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

16. First to Fifth Avarans of transcendental domain chased
along the format of its measuring rod synthesized by hyper



cubes 1 to 5 are of phases and stages of five manifestation layers
formats

i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2,
ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of summation value 6,
iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10,
iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of summation value 14,
v. (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18,

17. First Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cube 1 of four quarters chase with summation value 2. Lord
Shiv and Goddess Parwati as transcendental domain and
creative boundary are the features and values of this Avaran.
The description of this Avaran is as follows in chapter 30 of
Vavaviya Samhita.

1- mieU;q dgrs gSa& ;nqUnuA igys f’kok vkSj f’ko ds nk;sa
vkSj ck;sa Hkkx es dze’k% x.ks’k vkSj dkfrZds;dk xU/k vkfn
ikWap mipkjksa }kjk iwtu djsA

Upmanu said Jeeval of Yadavs, first Kritike
and Ganesha be worshipped on the left and
right side of Lord Shiv and Goddess Shiva

2- fQj bu lcds pkjks vksj bZ’kku ls ysdj l?kkstkri;ZUr
ikWap czgkewfrZ;ksadk 'kfDrlfgr dze’k% iwtu djsA

Then around them be worshipped five
incarnations of Lord Shiv (starting with Ishan
and reaching uptill Syojat along with their
Shaktis).

3- ;g izFke vkoj.k es fd;k tkus okyk iwtu gSSA
This is the worship of first Avaran.

4- mlh vkoj.k es g}; vkfn N% vMxks rFkk f’ko vkSj f’kok
dk vfxudks.k ls ysdj iwoZfn’kki;ZUr vkB fn’kkvksa es
dze’k% iwtu djsA



Then in this Avaran, six Angas together with
Lord Shiv and goddess Shiv be worshiped
along eight directions starting with east and
reaching up till north east

5- ogha okek vkfn 'kfDr;ks ds lkFk oke vkfn vkB :nzksa dh
iwokZfn fn’kkvksa esa dze’k% iwtk djsA ;g iwtu oSdfYid gSA
;nquUnuA ;g eSus rqels izFke vkoj.k dk o.kZu fd;k gSA

Further Vamdev and others along with their
Shaktis be worshiped along eight directions
starting with east and reaching uptill north
east. However this worship is of optional
choice. This completes the worhship of first
Avaran.

*



Chase Step – 33
FEATURE OF SECOND AVARAN

1. Second Avaran of transcendental domains is of the eight fold
features of transcendental domains.

2. These features avail expression format of eight directions (four
directions and four sub directions of spatial format

3. Four directions are east (iwoZ), south (nf{k.k), west (if’pe)  and
north (mRRkj)

4. Four sub directions are north east (bZ’kku), East south (vfXu),
south west (uS_R;) and west north (ok;O;).

5. Four out of eight fold features of second Avara, which avail
format of four directions are as under :-
i. vuUr
ii. lw{e
iii. f’koksRre
iv. ,dus=

6. Other remaining four folds of features of second Avaran which
avail format of four sub directions are as under :
i. ,d:nz
ii. f=ewfrZ
iii. Jhd.M
iv. f’k[kMh



7. Eight fold features chase of transcendental domain of its second
Avarn and oribls shall be availing transition from artifice value
2 of the format of first Avaran together with artifice 6 as
summation value of four fold manifestation layer (0, 1, 2, 3) of
hyper cube 2

8. Here it would be relevant to note that the parallel to interval and
square chase within a square would be the chase of hyper cubes
1 and 2 within hyper cube 1 and 2

9. Hyper cubes 1 and 2 together shall be synthesizing a measuring
rod for exhaustive coverage of spatial order set up.

10. Spatial order structure 4-space and parallel to it manifests
hyper cube 4 with 8 fold solid boundary.

11. It is the organization of eight fold solid as a pair (3, 5)
which shall be leading to a set up of super imposition of solid
dimensional order upon transcendental domain (5-space as
domain)

12. It is this feature which deserves to be comprehended fully
and to be imbibed completely for its comprehension as that here
amounts to an emergence of carriers of solid format for carrying
transcendental domains (5-space)

13. The eight fold formulations of transcendental features of
second Avaran as have been enlisted above deserve to be chased
in terms of their directional and sub directional formats in
reference to their respective transcendental code values artifices

14. TCV (iwoZ) =21  and TCV (vuUr) = 23 constituted artifices
pair (21, 23) of the format features of (dimension fold, domain
fold). Parallel NVF (Beam) = 21 and NVF (End) = 23 will help
us have an insight about this fold features in terms of ‘end



beam’. Here it would be relevant to note that, the simple English
rendering for ‘vuUr’ is infinite

15. TCV (nf{k.k) = 25 and TCV (lw{e) = 26 lead us to artifices
pair (25, 26) .

16. It is parallel to format domain, origin. Parallel NVF (Area)
= 25 and NVF (God) = 26 will lead to artifices pair (25, 26)
focusing upon ‘area god’. This artifices pair (25, 26) is parallel
to 25 transcendental features (elements) and 26 self referral
features elements of 6-space

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

18. First to Fifth Avarans of transcendental domain chased
along the format of its measuring rod synthesized by hyper
cubes 1 to 5 are of phases and stages of five manifestation layers
formats

i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2,
ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of summation value 6,
iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10,
iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of summation value 14,
v. (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18,

19. First Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cube 1 of four quarters chase with summation value 2. Lord
Shiv and Goddess Parwati as transcendental domain and
creative boundary are the features and values of this Avaran.

17. Second Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of
hyper cubes 1 and 2 and as such of phases and stages of
manifestation layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0,
1, 2, 3) of summation value 2 and 6. This manifests eight



directional format. The description of this Avaran is as follows
in chapter 30 of Vavaviya Samhita.

1-vc izseiwoZd nwljs vkoj.k dk o.kZu fd;k tkrk gS]
J}kiwoZd lquksA

Now is taken up the worship of second
Avaran. This deserves to be heard with faith.

2-iwoZ fn’kkokys nyesa vuUr dk vkSj muds okeHkkx es mudh
'kfDrdk iwtu djsA

Towards east be worshipped Ananta along
with Shakti.

3-nf{k.k fn’kk okys ny es 'kfDrlfgr lw{e&nsodh iwtk djsA
Towards south be worshipped Sukshm along
with Shakti.

4-if’pe fn’kk ds ny es 'kfDrlfgr f’koksredk]
Towards west be worshipped Shivottam along
with Shakti,

mrj fn’kkokys ny es 'kfDr;qDr ,dus= dk]
Towards north be worshipped Ekneth along
with Shakti.

bZ’kkudks.kokys nyes ,d:nz vkSj mudh 'kfDrdk]
Towards north east be worshipped Ekrudra
along with Shakti.

vfXkzdks.kokys nyes f=ewfrZ vkSj mudh 'kfDrdk]
Towards east south be worshipped Trimurti
along with Shakti.

uS_ZR;dks.k ds ny es Jhd.B vkSj mudh 'kfDr dk
Towards south west be worshipped Srikanth
along with Shakti.



rFkk ok;O;dks.kokys nyes 'kfDrlfgr f’k[k.Mh’kdk iwtu
djsA

Towards west north be worshipped Shikandi
along with Shakti.

5-leLr pdzofrZ;ks dh Hkh f}rh; vkoj.k es gh iwtk djuh
pkfg;sA

all Chakravartis as well be worshipped in the
second Avaran.

*

Chase Step – 34
FEATURE OF THIRD AVARAN

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

1. First to Fifth Avarans of transcendental domain chased along the
format of its measuring rod synthesized by hyper cubes 1 to 5
are of phases and stages of five manifestation layers formats

i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2,
ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of summation value 6,
iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10,
iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of summation value 14,
v. (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18,

2. First Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cube 1
of four quarters chase with summation value 2. Lord Shiv and
Goddess Parwati as transcendental domain and creative
boundary are the features and values of this Avaran.

3. Second Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1 and 2 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of



summation value 2 and 6. This manifests eight directional
format

as

4. Third Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cubes
1, 2 and 3 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) iii. (1,
2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, of summation value 2, 6 and 10.
It manifests a two phased directional formats, firstly of value 8 =
3 + 5 and secondly of value 3 + 5 + 3. It in a way is of eight
directional format and of eleven directional formats. The 11
directional formats is of an additional direction within 4-space
to the existing ten directions of 3-space set up. The description
of this Avaran is as follows in chapter 30 of Vavaviya Samhita.

1-r`rh; vkoj.k es 'kfDr;kslfgr v"VewfrZ;ksadk iwokZfn vkBksa
fn’kkvksaesa dze’k% iwtu djsA

In third Avaran are worshipped Ashtmurti
along east etc. eight directions

2-Hko] 'koZ] bZ’kku] :nz] Ik’kqifr] mxz] Hkhe vkSj egknso & ;s
dze’k% vkB ewfrZ;kWa gSaaA

Bhav, Sharav, Ishan, Rudra, Pasupati, Ugra,
Bhim and Mahadev are Ashtmurtis.



3-blds ckn mlh vkoj.k es 'kfDr;kslfgr egknso vkfn
X;kjg ewfrZ;ksa dh iwtk djuh pkfg;sA

Then again in third Avaran are to be
worshipped eleven murtis along with Shaktis
namely Mahadev and others.

4-egknso] f’ko] :nz] 'kadj] uhyyksfgr] bZ’kku] fot;] Hkhe]
nsonso] Hkoks}o rFkk dinhZ’k ^;k dikyh’k* & ;s X;kjg
ewfrZ;k gSaA

Mahadev, Shiv, Rudra, Shanker, Nilolohit,
Ishan, Vijay, Bhim, Devdev, Bhavedev and
Kapidarsh are eleven Murtis.

5-buesals tks izFke vkB ewfrZ;kWa gSa] mudk vfxzdks.kokys nyls
ysdj iwoZfn’kk i;ZUr vkB fn’kkvks esa iwtu djuk pkfg;sA

Of these first eight murtis are to be worshiped
along eight directions starting with east south
directions and reaching uptill east.

nsonso dks iwoZfn’kk ds nyes LFkkfir ,oa iwftr djs
Devdev is to worshiped along east direction

vkSj bZ’kkudk iqu% vfxzdks.k es LFkkiu&iwtu djsA
And Ishan to be worshiped again along east
south direction

6-fQj bu nksuks ds chp esa Hkoks}odh iwtk djs
Then in between should be worshipped

Bhavdev
vkSj mUgh ds ckn dikyh’k ;k dinhZ’kdk LFkkiu&iwtu
djuk pkfg;sA

Thereafter be worshipped and established
Kapalish or Karapadish.



7-ml r`rh; vkoj.k es fQj
Then again in the third Avaran are to be
worshipped

o`"kHkjkt dk iwoZesa]
Vrishamraj in East:

uUnhdk nf{k.kes]
Nandi in south

egkdky dk mrj es
Mahakal in north

'kkLrkdk vfxzdks.kds nyeas]
east south in Shasta

ekr`dkvksadk nf{k.k fn’kk ds nyes]
Matrikas in south direction

x.ks’kth dk uS_ZR;dks.k ds ny es]
Ganeshji in south west direction

dkfrZds;dk if’penyes]
Kartike in west direction

T;s"Bkdk ok;O;dks.k ds ny es]
Jayesta in west north direction

xkSjhdk mrjny esa]
Gauri in north direction

p.Mdk bZ’kkudks.k esa
Chand in north east direction

rFkk 'kkLrk ,oa uUnhJoj ds chp es equhUnz o`"kHkdk ;tu
djsA

Between Shasta and Nandishar be worshpped
Munider Vrishab

8-egkdky ds mrjHkkxesa fiM+xydk]
Towards north of Mahakal be worshipped
Pindigal



'kkLrk vkSj ekr`dkvksa ds chp esa Hk`MxhJojdk]
Between Shasta and Matrika be worshipped
Brideshwar

ekr`dkvksa rFkk x.ks’kthsds chpesa ohjHknz dk]
Between Matrika and Ganeshji be worshipped
Veerbhadra

LdUn vkSj x.ks’kthds chpes lLlorhnsohdk]
Between Sakand and Ganeshji be worshipped
Saraswati Devi

T;s"Bk vkSj dkfrZds; ds chp esa f’kopj.kks dh vpZuk
djusokyh Jhnsohdk]

Between Jyesta and Kartike be worshipped
Goddess Sridevi.

T;s"Bk vkSj x.kkEck ^xkSjh* ds chp es egkeksVh dh iwtk
djsA

Between Jyestha and Gauri be worshipped
Mahamoti

x.kkEck vkSj p.Mds chp es nqxZnsoh dh iwtk djsA
Between Ganamba and Chand be worshipped
Durgadevi

9-blh vkoj.k esa iqu% f’kods vuqpjoxZ dh iwtk djsA
In this Avaran be also worshipped the follower
of Lord Shiv

10- bl vuqpjoxZ es :nzx.k] izFkex.k vkSj Hkwrx.k vkrs
gSaA

In this class Rudragan, Pramagan and
Bhutgan.



11- bu lcds fofo/k :Ik gSa vkSj ;s lc&ds&lc viuh
'kfDr;ksads lkFk gSaA

These are of various forms and they have their
Shaktis.

buds ckn ,dkxzfpr gks f’kokds l[khoxZ dk Hkh /;ku ,oa
iwtu djuk pkfg;sA

Also here the companions of Goddess Shiv be
also worshiped.

*



Chase Step – 35
FEATURE OF FOURTH AVARAN

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

1. First to Fifth Avarans of transcendental domain chased along the
format of its measuring rod synthesized by hyper cubes 1 to 5
are of phases and stages of five manifestation layers formats

i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2,
ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of summation value 6,
iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10,
iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of summation value 14,
v. (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18,

2. First Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cube 1
of four quarters chase with summation value 2. Lord Shiv and
Goddess Parwati as transcendental domain and creative
boundary are the features and values of this Avaran.

3. Second Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1 and 2 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of
summation value 2 and 6. This manifests eight directional
format



4. Third Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cubes
1, 2 and 3 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) iii. (1,
2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, of summation value 2, 6 and 10.
It manifests a two phased directional formats, firstly of value 8 =
3 + 5 and secondly of value 3 + 5 + 3. It in a way is of eight
directional format and of eleven directional formats. The 11
directional formats is of an additional direction within 4-space
to the existing ten directions of 3-space set up.

5. Fourth Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1, 2, 3 and 4 and as such of phases and stages of
manifestation layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0,
1, 2, 3) iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of
summation value 14, of summation value 2, 6, 10 and 14. The
fourth Avaran is of distinct features than that of first three
Avarans. It is like a transition from linear order 3-spaces to
spatial order 4-space. The description of this Avaran is as
follows in chapter 30 of Vavaviya Samhita.

1. mijksDr izdkj r`rh; vkoj.k ds nsorkvksa dk foLrkjiwoZd
iwtu gks tkus ij mlds ckg~k Hkkxes prqFkZ vkoj.k dk
fpUru ,oa iwtu djsA

After worhip of Third Avaran, towards its
outer side is the fourth Avaran is worshipped.

2. iwoZnyesa lw;Zdk]
Toward east is worshipped Surya

nf{k.kny es prqeqZ[k czg~ekdk]
Toward south is worshipped four head lord
Brahma

if’penyesa :nzdk vkSj
Toward west is worshipped Rudra

mrj fn’kk ds ny es Hkxoku~ fo".kq dk iwtu djsA



Toward north is worshipped Vishnu
3. bu pkjks nsorkvksa ds Hkh i`Fkd& i`Fkd vkoj.k gSaA

These four gods are having their distinct
Avarans

Avaran of Surya

4. lw;Zds izFke vkoj.k es Ngksa vM+xks rFkk nhIrk] lw{ek]
t;k] Hknzk foHkwfr] foeyk] veks?kk vkSj fo?kqrk& budh
dze’k% iwoZ vkfn vkB fn’kkvksesa fLFkfr gSA

In the first Avaran of Surya is the presence of
six Angas and of Depta, Sukshma, Jaya,
Bhadra, Vibhuti, Vimla, Amoga, Viduta along
east etc directions

5. lw;Z ds f}rh; vkoj.k es iwoZ ls ysdj mrjrd dze’k%
pkj ewfrZ;ksadh vkSj muds ckn mudh 'kfDr;ksa dh iwtk
djsA

In the second Avaran of Surya be worshipped
four Murtis and thereafter be worshipped their
Shaktis.

vkfnR;] HkkLdj] Hkkuq vkSj jfo & ;s pkj ewfrZ;kWa dze’k%
iwokZfn pkjksa fn’kkvks es iwtuh; gSaA

Aditya, Bhaskar, Bhanu and Ravi are four
Murtis which are worshipped in east etc.
directions.

6. rRi’pkr vdZ] czgk] :nz rFkk fo".kq & ;s pkj ewfrZ;kWa Hkh
iwokZfn fn’kkvksa es iwtuh; gSaA



Thereafter Ark, Brahma, Rudra and Vishnu are
four Murtis which are worshipped in east etc.
directions

iwoZfn’kk es foLrjk]
Vistara is worshipped in east direction

nf{k.kfn’kk es lqrjk]
Sutra is worshipped in south direction

if’pefn’kk es cksf/kuh
Bodhni is worshipped in west direction

vkSj mrjfn’kk es vkI;kf;uhdh iwtk djsA
Aapayani is worshipped in north direction

7. bZ’kkudks.kesa m"kkdh]
Usha worshipped in north east direction

vfxzdks.k esa izHkkdh]
Prabha is worshipped in east south direction

uS_ZR;dks.k esa izkKkdh
Praghya is worshipped in south west direction

vkSj ok;O;dks.kesa la/;kdh iwtk djsA
Sandhya is worshipped in west north direction

8. lw;Z ds f}rh; vkoj.k es bu lcdh LFkkiuk djds
fof/kor~ iwtk djuh pkfg;sA

These gods and powers be established as per
their directions and all of them be worshipped
in second Avaran of Surya

9. lw;Z ds r`rh; vkoj.kesa
In third Aavaran of Surya are worshipped

lkse] eM+Xky] cqf}ekuksa es Js"B cq/k] fo’kkycqf} c`gLifr]
rstksfuf/k 'kqdz] 'kuSJoj rFkk /kwezo.kZokys Hka;dj jkgq&
dsrqdk iwokZfn fn’kkvks es iwtu djs



Som, Mangal, Budha, Baraspati, Sukra,
Sanehwar, Rahu and Ketu

vFkok f}rh; vkoj.k esa }k}’k vfnR;ks dh iwtk djuh
pkfg;s

are in second Aavran are to be worshipped
Dwadash Adityas.

vkSj r`rh; vkoj.k es }k}’k jkf’k;ks dhA
and in third Avaran to be worshipped twelve
rashis

10. mlds ckgk Hkkx es lkr&lkr x.kksadh lc vksj iwtk
djuh pkfg;sA

On their outer sides are to be worshipped
seven Ganas on each side

_f"k;ksa] nsorkvksa] xU/koksZ] ukxksa] vIljkvks] xzkef.k;ksa]
;{kksa] ;krq/kkuksa] lkr Nunkse; vJoks rFkk okyf[kYiksa dk
iwtu djsA

Rishis, Devtas, Gandravs, Nago, Apsaras,
Gramina, yakshas, Yatudhanu, seven chands
and valkhips be worshipped.

Avanrans of Brahma

11. mijksDr izdkj r`rh; vkoj.k es lw;Znso dk iwtu djus
ds Ik’pkr~ rhu vkoj.k lfgr czgkth dk iwtu djsA

after completing the worship of Surya in its all
the three Aavarans, the worhip of Brahma be
done.

12. czgkth dk izFke vkoj.kA
Worhip in first Avaran of Brahma

iwoZ fn’kka es fgj.;xHkZdk]



Hiranyagarbh in east direction
nf{k.kesa fojkVdk]

Virat in south direction
if’pefn’kk es dkydk vkSj

Kalka in west direction
mrjfn’kk es iq:"k dk iwtu djsA

Pursha in east direction
13. fgj.;xHkZ uked tks igys czgk gSa] mudh vMdkfUr dey

ds leku gSA
Hirangarabh brahma is of the glory of lotus

dky tUelsgh vTtu ds leku dkys gSa
Kala is deep black

vkSj iq:"k LkqfVdef.kds leku fueZy gSaA
Pursha is Soft like softicmani

f=xq.k] jktl] rkel rFkk lkfRod & ;s pkjks Hkh iwokZfn
fn’kkds dzels izFke vkoj.k esagh fLFr gSaA

Trigun, Rajas, Tamas and Satvik are present in
first Avaran along east etc direction

14. czgkth ds f}rh; vkoj.k es iwokZfn fn’kkvks ds nyksa es
dze’k% luRdqekj] lud] luUnu vkSj lukru dk iwtu
djuk pkfg;sA

In second Avaran of Brahma are to be
worshipped antkumar, Sanak, Sanandan and
Sanatan in east etc direction.

15. rRi’pkr czgkth ds rhljs vkoj.k eas X;kjg iztkifr;ks
dh iwtk djsA

thereafter in third Avaran of Brahma are
worshipped eleven prajapatis

16. muesls izFkevkB dk rks iwoZ vkfn vkB fn’kkvks es iwtu
djs]



Amongs them first eight are to be worshiped in
east etc eight directions

17. fQj 'ks"k rhudk iwoZ vkfnds dze ls vFkkZr iwoZ] nf{k.k]
,oa if’pees  Lfkkiu iwtu djs A

then the remaining three are to be worshipped
along east, west and south directions

18. n{k] :fp] Hk`xq] ejhfp] vfMXkjk] iqyL;] iqyg] dzrq]
vf=] d’;Ik vkSj ofl"B & ;s X;kjg fo[;kr iztkifr
gSaA

Daksh, Ruchi, Brighu, Marichi, Adigara,
Pulacara, Pulah, Kritu, Attri, Kashyap and
Vashist are the prominent Prajapatis

19. buds lkFk budh ifRu;ksa dk dze’k% iwtu djuk pkfg;sA
they should be worhsiped along with their
conserts.

20. izlwfr] vkdwfr] [;kfr] lEHkwfr] /k`fr] Le`fr] {kek] laufr]
vulw;k] nsoekrk vkfnfr rFkk v:U/kfr & ;s lHkh
_f"kifR=;kWa ifrozrk] lnk f’koiwtuijk;.kk] dkfUrefr
vkSj fiz;n’kZuk ^ije lqUnjh* gSA

Prasuti, Aakuti, Khayati, Sambhuti, Dharti,
Samrati, Shama, Santanti, Ansuya, Devmata,
Aaditi, Aarundati are the devotees of Lord
Shiv.

21. vFkok czgek ds izFke vkoj.kes pkjksa osnksdk iwtu djs]
or in the first Avaran of Brahma are to be
worshiped four Vedas

22. mlds ckn czgek ds f}rh; vkoj.k bfrgkl iqjk.kks dh
vpZuk djs

Then in the second Avaran of Brahma are to be
worshiped Ithihas, puran



23. rFkk czgek ds r`rh; vkoj.k es /keZ’kkL= lfgr lEiw.kZ
oSfnd fo/kkvksa dk lc vkSj iwtu djuk pkfg;sA pkj
osnks dks iwokZfn pkj fn’kkvks es iwtuk pkfg;s] vU; xzUFkks
dks viuh :fpds vuqlkj vkB ;k pkj Hkkxks es ckWaVdj
lc vkSj mudh iwtk djuh pkfg;sA

In the third avaran of Brahma are to be
worshiped entire Vedic scripture and Vidyas.
Four vedas are to be worshiped in east etc. four
directions. The other scritptures to be
worshipped in four or eight directions as per
the comprehensions of the Sadkas

Avaran of Rudra

24. mijksDr izdkj nf{k.k es rhu vkoj.kks ls ;qDr czgkth dh
iwtk djds ifJpe es vkoj.k lfgr :nzdk iwtu djsA

after completing the worship of Brahma in its
three avarans along in south, thereafter Rudra
is to be worshiped in its three avaran towards
west

25. bZ’kku vkfn ikWap czgk vkSj g}; vkfn N% vMxksa dks
:nnsodk izFke vkoj.k dgk x;k gSA

five Ishan etc, Brahmas and six Aangas are
accepted as the first Avaran of Rudra

26. :nz dk f}rh; vkoj.k fo?ksJoje; gSA
The second Avaran of Rudra is of the order of
Vidheshwara

27. :nz ds r`rh; vkoj.k esa Hksn gSA vr% mldk o.kZu fd;k
tkrk gSA



There are options in respect of third Avaran of
Rudra and these are being described.

28. ml vkoj.k es iwokZfn fn’kkvks ds dze ls f=xq.kkfn pkj
eqfrZ;ks dh iwtk djuh pkfg;sA

In that Avaran are worshiped Trigun etc four
murtis.

29. iwoZfn’kk es iw.kZ:Ik f’ko uked egknso iwftr gksrs gS]
budh ^f=xq.k* laKk gS ^D;ksfd ;s f=xq.kkRed txr ds
vkJ; gS*

Towards east is worshiped Mahadev of the
order of Lord Shiv and it is designated as
Triguna as it is the support of Trigun worlds

30. nf{k.k fn’kk es jktl iq:"k ds uke ls izfl} l`f"VdrkZ
czgkdk iwtu fd;k tkrk gS] ;s Hko dgykrs gSA

Towards south is worshiped Brahma as Rajas
Pursha

31. if’pefn’kk es ^rkel* iq:"k vfxzdh iwtk dh tkrh gS]
bUgh dks lagkjdkjh gj dgk x;k gSA

Towards west is worshiped Agni as Tamas
Pursha. He is designated as Saharkari Har.

32. mrjfn’kk es ^lkfRod* iq:"k lq[knk;d fo".kq dk iwtu
fd;k tkrk gSA ;s gh foJoikyd ^e`M* gSaA

Towards north is worshiped Vishnu as Satvik
Pursha. He is designated as Vishvapalak
mridh.

33. mijksDr izdkj if’pe Hkkx esa ‘'kEHkq ds f’ko:Ik dk] tks
iPphl rRoks dk lk{kh NcchlokWa rRo:Ik gS] iwtu djds
mrjfn’kk esa Hkxoku fo".kq dk iwtu djuk pkfg;sA

Towards west is worshiped Shabu in carnation
of Lord Shiv, which is Sakhi of 25 elements



and as such is the 26th element. And thereafter
is to be worshiped Vishnu in north direction

Avaran of Vishnu

34. fo".kq ds izFke vkoj.k es
In first Avaran of Vishnu are worshiped :

oklqnso dks iwoZes
Vasudev in east direction

vfu:ndks nf{k.k es
Anirudra in south direction

iz?kqezdks if’pe esa
Parduman in west direction

vkSj lad"kZ.k dks mrj esa Lfkkfir djds budh iwtk djuh
pkfg;sA

And Sankarshan in north direction
;g izFke vkoj.k crk;k x;kA

So is described the first avaran of Vishnu
35. fo".kq dk f}rh; 'kqHk vkoj.k crk;k tkrk gSA

Second Avaran of Vishnu is described as of
sublime and pure state

erR;] dweZ] ojkg] ujflag] okeu] rhuksaes ls ,d jke]
vki Jhd`".k vkSj g;xzho & ;s f}rhl vkoj.k es iwftr
gksrs gSA

In second avaran are worshipped Matasya,
Kurm, Varah, Narshi, Vaman and one out of
the three (Ram, Srikrishan and Haygriv)

36. fo".kq ds r`rh; vkoj.k es
In third avaran of Vishnu are worshiped

iwoZHkkx es pzd dh iwtk djs]
Chakra in east



nf{k.k Hkkx es dgh Hkh izfrgr u gksus okys ukjk;.kL=
dk ;tu djs]

Narayan in south
if’pe es ikPptU; dk

Pannchganya in west
vkSj mrj es 'kMZ+Xk/kuq"k dh iwtk djsA

and Shandangy in north
37. bl izdkj rhu vkoj.kks ls ;qDr lk{kkr foJouked ije

gfj egkfo".kq dh] tks lnk loZ= O;kid gS] ewfrZ es
Hkkouk djds iwtk djsA

like that is to be worshipped by faith in murti
of Mahavishnu

38. bl rjg fo".kq ds prqO;wZgdze ls pkj ewfrZ;ks dk iwtu
djds dze’k% mudh pkj 'kfDr;ks dk iwtu djsA

like that four Murtis are to be worshiped along
with their Shaktis

izHkk dk vfxzdks.kes]
Prabha in east south direction

ljLorh dk uS_ZR;dks.k es]
Saraswati south west direction

x.kkfEcdkdk ok;O;dks.kesa
Ganambika in west north direction

rFkk y{ehdk bZ’kkudks.k es iwtu djsA
Luxmi in north est direction

39. blh izdkj Hkkuq vkfn ewfrZ;ksa vkSj mudh 'kfDr;ksa dk
iwtu djds mlh vkoj.k es yksdsJojksdh iwtk djsA

like that after worshpping Bhanu etc, thereafter
are to be worshipped Lokeshwar along with
Shaktis

muds uke bl izdkj gSa& bUnz] vfxz] ;e] fu_Zfr] o:.k]
ok;q] lkse] dqcsj rFkk bZ’kkuA



Inder, Agni, Yam, Niratri, Varun, Vayu, Som,
Kuber and Ishan are the lokeshwars

40. bl izdkj pkSFks vkoj.k dh fof/kiwoZd iwtk lEi= djds
czkgkHkkx es egs’oj ds vk;q/kksa dh vpZuk djsA

After completing the worship of fourth avaran,
thereafter are to be worshipped Ayaudhs of
Lord.

*



Chase Step – 36
FEATURE OF FIFTH AVARAN

1 2 3 4 5

F G A B C
Interval Square Cube Hyper cubes 4, 5

39.First to Fifth Avarans of transcendental domain chased along the
format of its measuring rod synthesized by hyper cubes 1 to 5
are of phases and stages of five manifestation layers formats

i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2,
ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of summation value 6,
iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10,
iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of summation value 14,
v. (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18,

40.First Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cube 1
of four quarters chase with summation value 2. Lord Shiv and
Goddess Parwati as transcendental domain and creative
boundary are the features and values of this Avaran.

41.Second Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1 and 2 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) of
summation value 2 and 6. This manifests eight directional
format



42.Third Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper cubes
1, 2 and 3 and as such of phases and stages of manifestation
layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0, 1, 2, 3) iii. (1,
2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, of summation value 2, 6 and 10.
It manifests a two phased directional formats, firstly of value 8 =
3 + 5 and secondly of value 3 + 5 + 3. It in a way is of eight
directional format and of eleven directional formats. The 11
directional formats is of an additional direction within 4-space
to the existing ten directions of 3-space set up.

43.Fourth Avaran is of phase and stage of the format of hyper
cubes 1, 2, 3 and 4 and as such of phases and stages of
manifestation layers i. (-1, 0, 1, 2) of summation value 2, ii. (0,
1, 2, 3) iii. (1, 2, 3, 4) of summation value 10, iv. (2, 3, 4, 5) of
summation value 14, of summation value 2, 6, 10 and 14. The
fourth Avaran is of distinct features than that of first three
Avarans. It is like a transition from linear order 3-spaces to
spatial order 4-space.

44.This feature of fourth Avaran, accordingly is of the format of
four directions manifestations because of (i) Surya (Sun) ii.
Brahma (four head lord iii. Vishnu (Overlord of 6-space) and iv.
Rudra (Incarnation of Lord Shiv) then each of the four
manifestation formats are further have three fold manifestations.

45.Fifth Avaran is unified field of all the five manifestation layers
phases of whole range of the measuring rods of hyper cubes 1 to
5 having unified coverage for whole of the transcendental
domains the description of this Avaran is as follows in chapter
30 of Vavaviya Samhita.

1. bZ’kkudks.k es rsTkLoh f=’kwydh]
In north east direction is to be worshiped
transcendental Trishul

2. iwoZfn’kk es otzdh]
In east direction to be worshiped Vajra

3. vfxzdks.kes ij’kqdh]



In east south direction to be worshiped Parshu
4. nf{k.kesa ck.kdh]

In south direction to be worshiped Baan
5. uS_ZR;dks.k esa [kMxdh]

In south west direction to be worshiped Khadang
6. if’peesa ik’kdh]

In west direction to be worshiped Pasha
7. ok;O;dks.k es vM+dq’kdh vkSj

In west north direction to be worshiped
Aadankusha

8. mrjfn’kk esa fiukd dh iwtk djsA
In north direction to be worshiped Pinaaca

9. rRi’pkr ifJpekfHkeq[k jkSnz:i/kkjh {ks=ikydk vpZu djsA
Thereafter be worshipped Khestrapala, Rudra
facing westward

10. bl izdkj iPpe vkoj.k dh iwtk dk lEiknu djds leLr
vkoj.k nsorkvks ds czkgk Hkkx es vFkok ikWapos vkoj.k esa
gh ekr`dkvkslfgr egko`"kHk ufUndsJojdk iwoZfn’kk esa iwtu
djsA

So completing the worship of fifth Avaran,
Nandikeshwar be worshiped in east direction.

11. rnUrj leLr nso;ksfu;ksdh pkjks vksj vpZuk djsA
Thereafter all the goddesses to be worshipped.

12. blds flok tks vkdk’k es fopjusokys _f"k] fl}] nSR;] ;{k]
jk{kl] vuUr vkfn ;ksxjkt] mu&mu ukxsJojksa ds dqy es
mRi= gq, vU; Hkkx Mkfduh] Hkwr] osrky] izsr vkSj HkSjoksa
ds uk;d] ukuk ;ksfu;kses mRi= gq,

Thereafter Rishi, Sidha, Datya, Yaksh, Rakash,
Ananat etc. and all born in the clain of
Nageshwara, Dakni, Bhut, Betal, the leader of
Bhairoas be worshipped.

13. vU; ikrkyoklh tho] unh] leqnz] ioZr] ou] ljksoj] i'kq]
i{kh] o`{k] dhV vkfn {kqnz ;ksfuds tho] euq";] ukuk izdkjds



vkdkj okys e`x] {kqnz tUrq] czkgk.M] czkgk.M ds ckgj ds
vl[; Hkqou vkSj muds v/khJoj rFkk nlksa fn’kkvks es
fLFkr czkgk.M ds vk/kkjHkwr :nz gSa

Other creators of Patallok, Jeev, Nadi, Sumendra,
Parvat, Van, Sarovar, Pashu, Pakshi, Vriksh,
Keet etc, insects and lowers species and the
worlds beyond the universe all should be
worshiped.

14. vkSj xq.ktfur] ek;ktfur] 'kfDrtfur rFkk muls Hkh ijs
tks dqN Hkh 'kCnokP; tM psrukRed iziPp gS] mu lcdks
f’kok vkSj f’ko ds ikJoZHkkx es fLFkr tkudj mudk
lkekU;:Ik ls ;tu djsA

all other with mystic and other powers as well
shall be worshipped as of the blessings of Lord
Shiv and Goddess Shiv

15. os lc yksx gkFk tksMdj eUn eqLdku;qDr eq[k ls lq’kksHkr
gksrs gq, izseiwoZd egknso vkSj egknsohdk n’kZu dj jgs gSa]
,slk fpUru djuk pkfg;sA bl rjg vkoj.k iwtk lEi=
djds fo{ksidh 'kkfUr ds fy;s iqu% nsosJoj f’kodh vpZuk
djus ds i'pkr iPpk{kj eU= dk ti djsA

Sadkas shall while performing worship shall
faithfully and in happy state of mind accept that
they are worshipping Lord Shiv and Goddess
Shiv present along with them and the completion
of worship to avoid any defects, one shall
faithfully continue reciting Panchakshra mantra
‘Om Namoh Sivah’ and attain transcendental
state.

*


